Creature From The Black Lagoon

- **Plunger Skill Shots:**
  1. Score finishing “P-A-I-D” rollover to complete sequence, lite “L” (in F-I-L-M), and advance bonus multiplier.
  2. Pull Plunger to maximum. Time release to “K-I-S-S” lamp sequence. Score maximum number of letters to complete sequence, light “F” (in F-I-L-M), and advance “Extra Ball” sequence.

- **Complete “F-I-L-M” to start Multiball sequence:**
  
  - **F** = “K-I-S-S” your date;
  - **I** = Complete “Menu” targets (4);
  - **L** = Admission is “P-A-I-D”;
  - **M** = Ride the “Slide”.

- **Multiball:**
  1. “Search” for creature at one of three locations.
  2. Once creature is found, “Rescue” girl at center hole.
  3. Next, score “Jackpot” at center hole.
  4. Decrease “Super Jackpot” countdown to zero in jet bumpers.
  5. Score “Super Jackpot” at center hole.

  Multiball scoring multiplier is advanced by completing “C-R-E-A-T-U-R-E” sequence in whirlpool bowl at end of left ramp shot.

- **Fast Forward:**
  End of ball bonus count may be accelerated by pressing either flipper button.